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Back in the United States, we see her teaching and generating joy with the Redwood Drummers,
a group she began in 2001 at The Redwoods, a Mill Valley senior retirement community. We
follow the engrossing story of how Borden gave a six-foot heart-shaped drum that had been
made especially for her to a woman drummer of the Suquamish tribe -- an act that helped clarify
her life purpose as Keeper of the Beat and her ability to use drumming as a unifying tool that can
bring about group harmony, greater fellowship, and personal transformation.
A moving theme of the documentary is the importance of passing down the lessons, the love
and joy of the music and drumming, to the younger generations. The audience gets to know
Borden’s protégé, Lotus, from the time Barbara gave her her first drum at age one, captured in
precious home movie footage, to her drumming in her teen rock band, Third Rock. The
documentary concludes with a rousing version of “Sing Sing Sing” by Barbara Borden’s
Hearts on Fire Band that features the now sixteen-year-old Lotus sharing the drum kit with
Borden.
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David L. Brown is an Emmy Award-winning San Francisco documentary filmmaker who has
produced, written and directed over 80 productions and 14 broadcast documentaries on social,
nuclear, environmental, health, engineering, technology, aging, peace and justice issues. His
documentaries have received over 85 international awards, include three Emmy Awards, and have
been broadcast on PBS and in sixteen countries.
Recent work includes: Running for Jim, a feature-length documentary on a legendary cross country
coach who contracts ALS (Lou Gehrig’s Disease) (Best Documentary, Soho International Film
Festival, Audience Award, Tiburon Film Festival); Going the Distance: Journeys of Recovery, a
feature-length documentary on survivors of traumatic brain injury that former ABC News anchor,
Bob Woodruff, called “the best film on the subject;” The Bridge So Far: A Suspense Story, a
comedic 56-minute documentary on the troubled 16-year history of the new east span of the S.F.Oakland Bay Bridge that received two Emmy Awards (Best Documentary and Best Graphics and
Animation in a Program) and aired on national PBS; Of Wind and Waves: The Life of Woody
Brown; an hour-long profile of legendary 94-year-old surfer, Woody Brown (Emmy nomination for
Best Documentary, Inspiration Award at Mountainfilm in Telluride) that aired on national PBS;
Seniors for Peace, (MVFF 2003) a 26-minute portrait of a group of articulate and passionate senior
peace activists (average age 85) which aired on national PBS; and Surfing for Life, an inspirational
feature documentary on older surfers as models of healthy aging. It aired on PBS, in six countries
and received a dozen awards. It was profiled in The New York Times Magazine, Parade Magazine, on
National Public Radio and ABC’s World News Tonight with Peter Jennings. The San Francisco
Chronicle called it “a treasure, perhaps the most intelligent treatment of surfing ever captured on
film.”
Brown teaches Documentary Filmmaking at City College of San Francisco. His website is
www.DLBfilms.com. The website for this documentary is www.kobmovie.com

